Fort Hayes Hotel
COLUMBUS, OHIO

350
Outside Airy Rooms
with Bath $2.00 up

Visit the
MIKADO COCKTAIL BAR
... Entertainment Daily ...
No Cover or Minimum
Charge at Any Time
R. I. GRIFFITH, Manager

The Mt. Vernon Bridge Company

Designers, Fabricators and Erectors of
Structural Steel of
Every Description

Blast Furnaces
Skip Bridges
Ore and Coke Bins
Railway and Highway Bridges
Viaducts and Trestles
Mills and Factory Buildings

MT. VERNON - - - OHIO

CAMBRIDGE GEOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENTS
... have helped to make
Oil Prospecting a Science

Cambridge has, for the past ten years, constructed recorders for use in geophysical prospecting by the seismic method for both refraction and reflection shooting. Accordingly, recorders of extreme sensitivity are available for refraction work and multi-record equipments providing as many as twelve channels for reflection work.

Standard designs are available or modifications will be incorporated when desired.

Cambridge Instruments are in satisfactory use in many of the oil producing areas throughout the world.

OTHER CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS
Moisture Indicators and Recorders
Surface Pyrometers
Galvanometers
Gas Analysis Equipment
and other Mechanical and Electrical Instruments

CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENT CO. INC
Pioneer Manufacturers of Precision Instruments

MT. VERNON
OHIO

CAMBRIDGE
INSTRUMENT CO. INC
Pioneer Manufacturers
of Precision Instruments

3732 Grand
Central
Terminal,
New York City

BROWN & SHARPE
CUTTERS

Greater Returns per Cutter Dollar
... that's why it pays to use
Catalog No. 32 as your buying guide for cutters.

SHARPSHOOTING TWO MILES UNDERGROUND

SHOOTING HOLES through an oil-well casing at a depth of two miles underground is another problem successfully solved by electricity. The Lane-Wells Company Gun Perforator is an ingenious device used to pierce casings with steel bullets. When an oil pocket has been exhausted, the operators pierce the well casing at a different stratum, thus opening another pocket.

In order to know where to pierce the casing and how deep the gun is, G-E electric locating, weight, and depth instruments are mounted on a panel in a truck from which the shots are fired and the results recorded. Over two and one half miles of steel-sheathed cable is used to lower and fire the gun, the current for the charge being carried in the core of the cable. Accurate measurement of the depth at which the gun strikes or leaves the fluid level in the well is indicated to the operator by a weight indicator which utilizes two General Electric Selsyn motors.

In General Electric Company, numerous groups of engineers devote their entire time to the most efficient use of electricity in all types of industries. These men, former members of the Test Course, have solved many problems such as Sharpshooting Two Miles Underground.

BOXING THE ELEMENTS

WIND, RAIN, SLEET, SNOW, arctic and tropical temperatures, six-mile altitudes, and power dives—all are found within the confines of two steel rooms in the radio-transmitter test department in the Schenectady Works of General Electric Company.

To assure perfect performance of aircraft transmitters, the equipment is placed in these two rooms where extremely severe weather conditions are simulated. Portholes of one-inch glass in the rooms permit the test men to observe the effects on the instruments without being subjected to the same strains placed upon the transmitters.

These complicated tests are made by college-trained men now on Test. The field of radio transmission from airplanes is, of course, new and progressive. The "flight rooms" provide radio engineers with a new and clearer conception of designs for radio equipment.